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Abstract—Although technology is successfully being
used these days as a tool to improve education at all
levels, its improper usage is curbing the imagination of
the student community, leading to a diminution in their
thinking capacity and ability to focus and concentrate. As
attention is a vital cognitive feature of any learning
process, students these days are not coping well with this
process. This study attempts to analyse the focusing
capacity of students from two different backgrounds;
students who have undergone training in mental
arithmetic and usage of the abacus and students without
any formal mental arithmetic training. The analysis is
done through a simple Electroencephalogram (EEG)
based gaming software, which measures the time needed
for the players to focus and reach a specific attention
level. An EEG device measures brain invoked potentials.
Due to the availability of low cost commercial grade
EEG devices, usage of these devices today, is not
confined only to research and clinical purposes, but is
being used beyond these applications. This study is an
attempt to apply Brain Computer Interface (BCI)
Technology to assess cognition. The performance of the
first category was found to be better than the second set
of students.
Index terms—EEG, BCI, attention, abacus, cognition.

I. INTRODUCTION
Advancements in technology have affected our lives
and made it very comfortable. Today, doing business,
communicating with friends, gathering information and
managing day to day jobs has been made very easy with
just a single click. But the increased use of gadgets and
web applications has reduced physical activity of its user
in general and more specifically the student community.
The overuse of the handheld gadgets and web
applications is consuming all their valuable time and is
even hampering their personal growth. Researchers have
found out the following adversaries in today’s children i)
lack of patience ii) elevated exasperation iii) declining
writing skills and iv) lack of physical interactivity.
The above observations are having a tremendous
negative impact on the Learning Process in students as
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they are unable to focus their attention on a particular
object for a longer time. Researchers are addressing
various theoretical issues in cognitive psychology of
learning and memory as these also have practical
implications for education.
The main goal of learning is to increase intelligence,
and a considerable amount of research has been done in
this regard. Efforts to ascertain this using nutritious food
[1] and education [2], styles of teaching in conjunction to
learning styles [30] are remarkable. However improving
intelligence by mere education is still controversial [3].
According to the scrutinized survey conducted in
conjunction to explore the strategies involving cognitive
aspects of enhancing the learning process [4], it can be
categorized into three major paradigms: (1) Material
distribution and practice, (2) Assessment of the extent of
learning, (3) Interrogation by the students for themselves.
Numerous methodologies have been used to improvise
learning. With the advent of computers, graphics have
been used as a powerful tool in teaching [5]. As a
traditional model, conversational way of learning, called
the Pask’s model is stressed in [6]. Many attempts have
been made to access the relationship between teaching
and learning effectiveness. One such method is by
Student Evaluation of Teaching (SET) [7]. Collaboration
is yet another powerful way of learning because it forms
a social structure which culminates into interaction and
exchange of views [8]. The principle of do-and-learn,
also called learning through experience gives a clear
understanding of the concepts which overtakes
conventional method of teaching [9]. It is observed that
the Virtual Classroom (VCR) is an effective means of
education when compared to traditional classroom
teaching [11]. In all these attempts made, the main
underlying requirement is attention.
BCI based games have paved a new dimension in
attention enhancement using neurofeedback where users
control a specific game using controlled thought
processes [10-12,14].
The present study compares the brain dynamics of the
subjects involved in mental arithmetic practices using
abacus with that of non-abacus practitioners. It uses
Brain-Computer Interface technology [15, 16, 29] to
compare the attention levels of the two categories of
users. It was found that abacus proficient subjects exhibit
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outstanding capability in mental calculation which may
be the result of higher concentration levels. Fig.1 shows
the schema of the implementation using Brain Computer
Interface. The first phase deals with acquiring the brain
waves using an EEG device. This is followed by a phase
dealing with signal processing algorithms to extract data
from the raw brain waves and then a phase dealing with
the translation of the data into a machine understandable
format. Finally this is used to drive computer applications.
Signal
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involve calculations which frequently take 10 digits with
significant speeds and precision [12]. This is
accomplished by the finger movements in the initial
stages which are replaced by mental calculations in the
later levels of training. This is followed by the
amalgamation of several cognitive features like
momentary storage of transitional data, number
identification, and quick manipulation. It is found that
abacus experts possess higher levels of attention which is
vital to achieve anything.
The overall structure of the paper is organized as
follows: The initial part of the current study includes a
survey of challenges faced in modern educational
systems and work done towards overcoming them. The
need of cognition to improvise the learning process is
identified and abacus as one of the tools to catalyze it is
discussed. The implementation deals with monitoring the
attention state of the abacus and non-abacus literates
which is given in Section II. A comparison of the data
sets of both classes of subjects is presented graphically in
Section III. The conclusion and future scope of the study
are given in Section IV and V respectively.

Fig.1. Block diagram of BCI.

A. Attention
According to the clinical model, attention implies
focusing on a single facet while ignoring the rest.
Attention has also been referred to as the allocation of
processing resources [17]. It is deep rooted in psychology
and neuroscience. With the advancements in technology,
efforts have been made to develop relational schemas
which govern their correlation with respect to electric
impulses in the brain [18-21]. This aids in driving many
real time applications. There are two aspects of the
response of the human brain to the external environment
[22] one is bottom–up processing or stimulus driven or
exogenous attention. It could be a response to sudden
noises. The other one is top-down processing or goal
driven or endogenous or executive attention. It is under
the control of the person who is attending it. The
exogenous aspects of attention involve parietal and
temporal cortices and brainstem and the endogenous
aspects involve frontal cortex and basal ganglia [23-25].
Multimedia multitasking is another behavior observed
in the younger generations today. This has resulted due to
the rapid changes in mobile computing and Internet
access environments [26]. Multitasking can be defined as
the attempt to perform two or more tasks simultaneously.
Research shows that when multitasking, people make
more mistakes or perform their tasks slowly [27] as
attention must be divided among all the components of
the task to perform them. Research also shows that
multitasking affects the way of human thinking, learning,
retention, and other information processing acts [25].
B. Abacus
Though its uses have ceased considerably in this
computer age, it has still been a popular tool which
bestows the users, the power of both manipulating the
tool in its physical as well as mental form. This can
Copyright © 2014 MECS

II. IMPLEMENTATION
The Human brain is composed of millions of neurons,
which eject electrons at unparalleled paces. The
implementation focuses on BCI technology, a new
research area in the field of computer science. The
technology revolves around the extraction of brain
generated signals to operate computer applications
The algorithms used in the Electroencephalogram
(EEG) device used to generate digital data corresponding
to different brain states including attention and
meditation. The waveforms depict various mental and
physical processes underlying in humans. During signal
processing, the unwanted parts of the waveforms called
artifacts, which culminate due to accidental eye blinks,
muscle movements, respiration, etc., are removed. The
pure waveform obtained is used to study the various
physiological processes and is used to drive an
application or to detect mental disorders.
Based on frequency, the brain waves are categorized
into lower and higher alpha, lower and higher beta, delta,
theta, gamma, etc. Each waveform depicts a particular
state of mind and body. Many animals, including humans,
produce gamma waves (40 - 60 Hz) when focusing
attention on a particular object or activity [28].
In this study, the data corresponding to attention state
waveforms were collected from people of different age
groups in time domain with the aid of an EEG device
from Neurosky.
Subjects within the age groups from 6 to 22 were
chosen. All the subjects were healthy and the experiment
was conducted in normal environmental conditions. Two
types of subjects were enrolled into the study, one type
comprised of abacus experts and others were not. The
abacus literate subjects were asked to solve some
arithmetic problems which were dictated orally until the
BCI game ended. The non abacus practitioners were
I.J. Modern Education and Computer Science, 2014, 9, 22-27
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asked to play a simple BCI game developed using
OpenGl (Open Graphics Library)-an Application
Program Interface (API) for rendering 2D/3D graphics.
Fig. 2 shows a snapshot of the BCI game developed for
this purpose. The user had to move a sphere from source
to destination and the movement was based upon the
attention values. A few numbers of intervening random
figures were used to distract the user and curb his
attention and add to the difficulty level of the game. The
lighting, shading and material properties were
randomized to facilitate this. In both the cases, subject’s
brain data was captured using Neurosky Mindwave
Mobile EEG [13].
A. Hardware and software details
The device used is a single channel acquisition,
wireless EEG, with the sensor capturing the waveforms
safely from the frontal cortex region. The device uses dry
sensor technology. Software named ThinkGear
Connector (TGC) is used to connect the EEG to the
computer and the data transfer takes place through the
Bluetooth device. TGC runs as a background process and
directs the data from the headset to an open network
socket from the serial port. For every second, the device
computes and measures the attention eSense measure.
Internally, it considers electric signals (Gamma
waveforms) to accomplish this. The analog data is then
translated into binary form. This can be retrieved using
the
TG_GetValue
(connectionId,
TG_DATA_ATTENTION) api. The first argument
specifies the connection status of the EEG device and the
second parameter is used to get the attention values in
percentages.
The overall testing schema can be summarized with
the aid of the following algorithm:
B. Algorithm
Input: Brain waves of subjects involved in mathematical
computations.
Output: Percentage of attention retaining capacity above
a certain threshold.
Procedure:
1. Connect the EEG to the system.
2. If successful connection,
{
Read brain wave data
n=number of abacus knowing subjects;
m=non abacus subjects;
t=time taken to solve a problem;
counter=0;
//structure for data storage
struct
{
int attention[t];
float percentage;
}abacus[n], non_abacus[m];
}
//connection not successful
else go to step 1.
Copyright © 2014 MECS

3. Calculate attention retaining capability of abacus
subjects
for (i=0;i<n;i++)
{
for(j=0; j<t;j++)
{
if(abacus[i].attention[j]>= threshold)
{
counter+=1;
}
}
abacus[i].percentage=(counter/t)*100;
counter=0;
}
4. Calculate attention retaining
capability of non abacus subjects
for (i=0;i<m;i++)
{
for(j=0; j<t;j++)
{
if(non_abacus[i].attention[j]>= threshold)
{
counter+=1;
}
}
non_ abacus[i].percentage=(counter/t)*100;
counter=0;
}
5. Comparison based on the obtained data.
6. Stop.
C. Programming modules used in the BCI game.
main()
{
//Connect the EEG
errorCode=(int)(check connection)
if errorCode<0
return Connection failure
p←initial screen position
Drawscene();
Reshape();
}
Drawscene()
{
//Clear the colour and depth buffers and set the //model
view matrix
glLoadIdentity();
R←Random Number
//Set the material properties including ambience,
//diffuse, specular and shininess
//Set the light position and light diffuse API’s
//Randomize the above API’s with R passed as
//parameter
MoveBall();
DrawCircle();
//Swap the buffers
glutSwapBuffers();
}
I.J. Modern Education and Computer Science, 2014, 9, 22-27
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MoveBall()
{
for i←0 to 9999
if errorCode==1
{
a←Get attention values
t←Set the threshold
if a>t
p+=0.2 //Move the ball ahead by 0.2 as
step size
else
p-=0.2 //Descend the ball with 0.2 as
step size
}
}
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//similarly draw random balls with R passed as parameter
in it
//R should be used in glTranslate(…) and
glutSolidSphere(…) to randomize their movement and
shape
}

DrawCircle()
{
R←Random Number
//Direction Showing Balls
for i←0 to 9
glPushMatrix();
glTranslatef(i-5,0,0);
glutSolidSphere(i-(0.99*i),150,150);
glPopMatrix();

Fig. 2. Snapshot of BCI game developed using OpenGl.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
if p==final destination position
//display teapot
glutSolidTeapot(0.5);
return time taken to play
exit(0);

The BCI game was developed for non –abacus
practitioners using OpenGl graphics package. The nonabacus practitioners were made to play the game and
simultaneously their eSense measures were recorded. In
case of abacus literates, the students were asked to solve
arithmetic problems mentally and their eSense measures
were recorded through the game. The brain data was read
from an assortment of subjects and the data sets were
manipulated using the algorithm mentioned in section
II.B and the results are as shown in Fig. 3 through 4, for
abacus and non abacus students, respectively.

% of attention levels above 50

//main ball
glPushMatrix();
glTranslatef(a,0,0);
glutSolidSphere(0.25,150,150);
glPopMatrix();
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Fig. 3. Graph showing the percentage of attention levels above 50% in abacus literates
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Fig. 4. Graph showing the percentage of attention levels above 50% in non - abacus practitioners.

The results obtained show how well the abacus
students excelled the rest in consistently maintaining
their attention value above a certain threshold, which was
50% in this case.

IV. CONCLUSION
Abacus instills the capability of retaining optimum
attention which is evident from the results obtained.
Attention values show drastic rise and falls and is spare,
in subjects who are not abacus literates. This shows how
a simple yet powerful mental calculation technique, plays
a major role in fostering the attention, which is crucial to
pursue any education. Also, the study shows how an EEG
device can effectively measure the attention levels in an
individual and thus aid him/her to rectify his
concentration skills.

V. FUTURE SCOPE
The study urges the need to include abacus as a part of
the curriculum in all aspects of learning. This highly
enhances the outcome of education. Learning institutes
can use EEGs to assess the improvements and attention
levels in students. This paves a way towards effective
learning.
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